The possibility of coexistence between natural
beauty and human civilization
The topic of this semester is nature, so this review will discuss plants that have
been subjected to violence in human civilization and whether natural plants can
continue to develop in the developed human world. Perhaps the beauty of
nature, in the eyes of artists, is a work of art from the earth, a product of nature,
a beauty that cannot be reproduced by human forces. However, the beauty of
nature has not been fully respected by human beings. In the rapidly developing
cities, plants are gradually disappearing in the city. In a rapidly growing city,
plants gradually disappear from the city and live only in the forms that humans
like in the city parks.
There are still many people who think that art and its products are from human
beings. Plants are cut, destroyed, and destroyed when their growth forms do not
conform to some people's taste. For example, in China, the government will
make plans for cities to build asphalt roads with streets straight across the
ground like a grid, asphalt roads with motor vehicles and sidewalks made of
bricks, so it is difficult to grow plants. On sidewalks, although there is dirt under
the bricks, road cleaners will find and reduce weeds as they grow on top of the
bricks. Uprooted because it affects the uniformity of the city, it is almost
impossible for pedestrians to see the growth of wild flowers on the road. Trees
will be planted on both sides of the road, which will be less demanding on the
soil, less prone to pests and diseases, and will beautify the city to some extent
without the need for excessive management of the pruned trees. Some people
think that there are parks in cities, that's how plants live in cities, in parks, there
are more varieties of plants, more diversity, if people need to appreciate plants
they can choose botanical gardens or parks.

It is true that parks and botanical gardens can satisfy some People's Daily
entertainment and leisure needs, but these plants are not really beautiful, just a
way to cater to some urban people who have been facing computer screens,
working and studying for a long time, and relieve visual fatigue. Because the
planning area of UGSS (urban green space system) is strictly limited by
administrative division, the green space system loses its integrity and rationality
in spatial pattern. (Xiao-Jun Wang, 19 January 2019.) Integrity may be the
diversity of life, while rationality is the rationality of the existence of green space
in urban planning. In many megacities, parks assume most of the responsibility
for green space, but not entirely rationally. The seemingly reasonable park is
always out of place in the city. In the developed city, the skyscrapers are thirty or
forty stories high into the sky. The congested streets and busy pedestrians are in
sharp contrast with a small garden on the corner. Few people will appreciate the
garden, which exists only to meet the requirements and data on the planning
drawings of government departments. In such a fast-paced city, plants lose their
right to freedom and are deliberately placed in some places, either for beauty or
because population density requires the presence of plants. People deprive

plants of the right to grow because of the so-called aesthetic and human
survival needs.
Natural beauty is gradually moving away from cities, commercial centers, and
people may find it easier to accept that a public art form based on sculpture and
architecture is not a natural product of nature, such as plants. Sculpture, graffiti
and other public art are more acceptable because they are created by artists,
easier to deal with and clean, and also take up less space and are highly
contagious. But public art has become almost a rare way of transmitting art
directly in big cities, and it is easier to accept human art than natural art. Art
created by human beings can arouse resonance and bring economic benefits.
Perhaps this is also the reason why natural art cannot be favored by people.
Because the beauty of nature does not originate from human beings, those
magnificent and beautiful pictures and the strong and tenacious vitality of plants
all come from the energy endowed by the nature of the earth. The beauty of
nature cannot be measured in terms of money and does not belong to
individuals, so plants lose their commercial value, and these lives are like
unemployed people who are forced to leave the bustling city and become
obsolete. Some people think that the beauty of weeds, wild flowers and plants is
not enough to move people, so they have no right to live in the city, just the
natural law, survival of the fittest. The above view is the human in to find reasons
for their own selfish, plants with natural endowed with the beauty of the earth,
every weed tree is unique, has its own unique beauty, like the Japanese artist
Yayoi Kusama between works of art, has a unique beauty of different, can enjoy
the people can feel the charm of Yayoi Kusama creation between wave point，
but some people feel physically resistant to the wave points crowding together.
So, people should think more about the beauty of wild plants and the beauty
they bring to cities. The original wild grass and flowers are left to give more
respect and living space to the plants. Maybe the space of public art can be
used to combine artificial art and nature to create more, instead of trying to
imitate nature by using parks, flower beds and other ways as thought.

In the future, works of art can be created, which can be mentioned or combined
with nature, so that natural beauty can have more space to live in the human
world while respecting the way of living of natural plants as much as possible.
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